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BCC CAFE INC, SOUTHERN X-POSUR
By CARISSA JANCZEWSKI 
THE PARTHENONThe Cabell Huntington Health Department recently announced there is nation-wide shortage of PPD, more commonly known as the skin test for tuberculosis, which Marshall University requires for many students in clinical classes and stu-dent teaching.  Tuberculosis (TB) is a dis-ease that is spread through the air from one person to another. TB germs are passed through the air when some-one who is infected with TB in the lungs or throat coughs, speaks, laughs, sings or sneezes. Due to the contagious nature of this disease, vari-ous Marshall departments 
require students to be skin tested to assure that they do not have a latent, or inac-tive, form of TB that stays in the body without any sign of symptoms but can potentially become active later in life. The skin test involves a small needle used to put some testing material, called tuberculin, under the skin. In two to three days, the tested person returns to the health care worker who will check to see if there is a reaction to the test. According to the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) the shortage is expected to last until the middle of October and only at-risk populations will have access to PPD tests. The shortage of PPD tests has caused students to have 
to travel elsewhere to find a place that will test them. “I even checked at Bridge-port and Clarksburg but they were both out too,” Jennifer McKitrick, senior education major, said. This created problems for students on a strict academic schedule and cannot start clinical programs or student teaching until given this test, leaving them to find alter-nate ways of fulfilling this requirement.  This proved to be difficult for some stu-dents who need to be tested as early as Sept. 20. “The education depart-ment told me that if I couldn’t get a test because of the shortage, I’d have to go get a screening from the [Hunting-ton] health department and 
a letter saying they were out of the test,” McKitrick said.  According to McKitrick, many other education stu-dents are experiencing the same problem.“A lot of people in my major have had the same problem and have had to get the screening and note from the department like I have,” she said. “The only people I know of who have it were tested early this summer be-fore the shortage.”  There is no date in sight for the return of the PPD tests. The Hunting-ton Health Department could not be reached for comment. 
Carissa Janczewski can 
be reached at jancze-
wski@marshall.edu.
Marshall students affected by nationwide PPD shortage
By JUSTIN DEPAMPHILIS
THE PARTHENONStudents can learn of many overseas educa-tional opportunities at the Marshall University Study Abroad Fair Thursday 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Memo-rial Student Center.Ryan Warner, study abroad adviser in the Center for International Programs, said the fair will feature programs taught by Marshall professors, as well as many other educational opportunities.“We will be exhibiting around 250 programs and 50 different countries and also 12 summer programs taught by Marshall faculty in countries like Spain, Ar-gentina, Germany, China, Ecuador, Italy, Austria and many others,” he said.Students who attend will learn where and when they can study abroad with their Marshall degree and how to begin the process of pursu-ing a semester abroad.
Warner said many Marshall students partici-pate in the study abroad program.“Typically with Marshall students there are 250 a year to either study a se-mester or summer. Students need to seek advising from the office of study abroad where we will assist them with the process,” he said.The Center for Interna-tional Programs is located on the third floor of Old Main in room 320.“Students can use their fi-nancial aid to study abroad,” Warner said. “We offer programs for almost any ac-ademic degree at Marshall.”    Students who are inter-ested in studying abroad but cannot attend the fair can contact Warner to set up an advising meeting. He can be reached at war-ner68@marshall.edu or 304-696-2379.
Justin DePamphilis 
can be contacted at dep-
amphilis@marshall.edu.
By MORGAN WRIGHT
THE PARTHENONMarshall University Greek presidents learned Tuesday that plans are moving forward to improve safety along “frat row” on Fifth Avenue with the installation of streetlights.The presidents met with Greek Liaison Victoria Perri, Student Body President E.J. Hassan and Chief of Staff Jor-dan Wooldridge. The meeting was to inform Greek presidents that Stu-dent Government Association would help fund the instal-lation of streetlights on Fifth Avenue starting on 14th Street to 20th Street. SGA has been working with the university and local power companies to make this possible.The meeting was also used to make the Greek presidents aware of how they can receive funding per semester. Along with any student organiza-tion, funding is considered by 
filling out an application on the Student Government As-sociation website.There are many concerns with the lighting on Fifth Avenue now. Over the past years, fraternity and sorority members have voiced their concerns for their safety. With no lights, dangerous situa-tions are more likely to occur. Situations such as car break-ins, robberies and physical 
altercations have all occurred recently where there is a lack of lighting.Perri has been working to-ward achieving this goal since she was a sophomore in SGA.“It was brought to my at-tention when I was under Ray Harrell’s staff,” Perri said. “I’m the bridge between the Greeks and the administra-tion, and this has been a main safety concern for a while.”Perri and Greek adviser Lee Tabor, along with other students, went to City Coun-sel this past May to bring it to their awareness. “It’s not a matter of if now, it’s a matter of when,” Perri said.Hassan has heard positive feedback from the adminis-tration. Getting streetlights on Fifth Avenue is now looking like a strong possibility. Sorority and fraternity members welcome this idea with open arms. “Anything that is going to increase our safety should be highly considered,” Katie Ingegneri, junior member of Alpha Xi Delta, said.  “No matter the cost, we should feel safe 100 percent of the time, and it’s scary to be walking around in the dark at night.”
Morgan Wright can be 
contacted at wright265@
marshall.edu.
Student Government, Marshall 
Greeks to light up Fifth Avenue
Student Center hosts study 
abroad fair Thursday
By GEOFFREY FOSTER
THE PARTHENONWhen Apple announced the release of the iOS 7 operating system for iPhone in June, news 
stories flooded the Internet concerning the eventual crash 
that the massive influx of down-loads would ultimately cause. When the new system was re-leased Wednesday, students 
around campus reported ex-cessive trouble successfully downloading the upgrade.Allen R. Taylor, the chief 
technology officer at Marshall University, was monitoring the situation since the 1 p.m. re-lease Wednesday. “We’re having some network 
traffic issues as we look at the three providers that we have 
for Internet bandwidth,” Tay-lor said. “One of them, Lumos, is at 150 percent of our peak right now. We get 400 megabits of commodity Internet service from them. They let us peak up to 150 percent of that, and that particular route is fully inun-dated right now. The suspicion is that it is principally these downloads of iOS 7. These 
kinds of things happen all the time when large releases occur, such as Windows or Mac OS.”However, no actual crashes 
seemed to occur. This is chiefly due to preparations made in 2011 when the use of wireless devices became a prevalent trend.“We actually have more com-modity Internet bandwidth 
than most schools our size,” Taylor said. “Two years ago, we started trying to scale up the wireless network on campus as much as possible because we saw this demand for mobile devices. There are now double the amount of devices than the total population of people on campus, including students that commute off-campus.” 
Since a great number of com-panies have integrated the use of Apple devices into their daily op-erations since the iOS 6 release, it is expected that those businesses 
will encounter the most difficul-ties since the demand for the upgrade will exceed the band-width required to download it. 
Apple iOS 7 downloads flood Marshall network
See APPLE | Page  5
Bill Burr hits Huntington
Comedian steals Keith-Albee spotlight with “You People Are All The Same” tour stop
SUBMITTED PHOTO
By ZACH HAUGHT
THE PARTHENONBill Burr delighted au-diences and pushed boundaries Wednesday in his Keith-Albee Theater performance.Burr hit the stage around 7:30 p.m., and with no open-ing act, stayed well over his set time to provide comedy for close to two hours.Longtime fan Vic Her-bert, 25, was heading into the show hoping for fresh material.“I’m hoping for new jokes and not the same stuff I’ve already heard,” Herbert said.
Herbert requested and Burr delivered. Burr pro-vided previously unreleased material that had the jaws dropping in shock and the audience dying of laughter.Alexis D’Amato, biology ma-jor, was another fan that had high hopes for the show, and based on the performance, those hopes were met.“I’m expecting at least one solid West Virginia joke,” D’Amato said. “I’m also hop-ing he talks about Breaking Bad.”Burr did not disappoint. The first of many top-ics tackled throughout the 
show was his take on the state. The comedian joked that he was expecting the worst the first time he had performed, but was pleas-antly surprised.On the discussion of Breaking Bad, the comedian said he was disappointed he could not discuss the show’s recent events due to the public’s constant concern with spoiler alerts.No topic was too sacred for Burr, whether it be guns, religion, dictatorship or the recent race relation fiascos of Paula Dean and Riley Cooper of the Philadelphia Eagles.
Much of the show was based on improvisation with Burr making jokes based on audience inter-action, often ribbing the attendee’s opinion on a given subject.Burr met with fans after the show to take pictures and sign autographs.Burr said he was pleased with the performance, both complimenting the beauty of the Keith-Albee Theatre and giving thanks for the event’s promotion.
Zach Haught can be 
contacted at haught36@
marshall.edu.
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By MAGGIE SMITH
THE PARTHENONAll incidents reported by the Marshall University Po-lice Department. SEPT. 8
Striking an unattended 
vehicle: MUPD received a complaint from a person claiming a car belonging to her parents had received damage to the rear bumper. The incident is reported to have happened between 2 p.m. and 4 p.m.SEPT. 9
Petit larceny: An Iron Horse Osprey bike and its bike lock, worth a total of $615, were reported stolen from the Towers East bike rack. It is believed to have been taken between 10 p.m. Sept. 9. and 1:50 a.m. Sept. 10. SEPT. 11
Striking an unattended 
vehicle: A person reported her car was damaged while parked in the Marshall F lot between 8:15 a.m. and 6:50 p.m. A Hyundai Sonata, had scrapes along the rear and driver side quarter panel. SEPT. 12
Petit larceny: A bike worth $150 was reported stolen from the John Deaver Drinko Library bike rack between 8:30 a.m. and 9 a.m. The bike was not se-cured to the bike rack at the time of the incident. 
Petit larceny: MUPD re-ceived a complaint that a Specialized Vita bike had been stolen from the Prich-ard Hall bike rack.  The victim reported her bike missing. She reportedly left the bike secured at 1 p.m. and returned to find the chain cut and bike missing at 5 p.m. The bike was white with navy lettering and had an estimated value of $600.
Battery: A female vic-tim reported to MUPD that a person had ha-rassed her. She claimed 
the suspect grabbed her hair and pinned her into a corner. MUPD took her statement and filed misde-meanor battery warrants against the suspect. SEPT. 15
Petit larceny: A student reported his textbook, es-timated at $125, had been stolen from Drinko Library room 222. He claimed to have left the room at 3:20 p.m. and returned around 3:40 p.m. to find it was gone. SEPT. 16
Shoplifting: At 12:30 p.m., MUPD responded to the Marshall University Bookstore in regards to a suspect in a shoplifting case. The suspect, who was found in the store again Monday, was identified and admitted to stealing five textbooks from the store. She had the books in her possession at the time of the questioning. The books, which had an es-timated value of $587, were returned to the store. The suspect was issued an ar-rest citation for shoplifting first offense. SEPT. 17
Domestic battery: Offi-cers responded to domestic disturbance complaints at Drinko Library. The in-cident, which occurred between 1:10 p.m. and 1:30 p.m., began when the vic-tim’s ex-boyfriend began verbally harassing her in-side the study center. The suspect had complaints filed against him by the vic-tim the week prior as well. He followed the victim out-side and yelled at her until she attempted to return in-side. He then stopped her and forcefully grabbed her arms. A criminal complaint for domestic battery was filed. 
Maggie Smith can be 
contacted at smith1769@
marshall.edu.
Police Blotter
By CARISSA JANCZEWSKI 
THE PARTHENON Marshall University’s recent ban on smok-ing has left some students with questions as to how it will affect students on campus.Taking part in a tobacco-free campus movement seen around the country, Mar-shall followed in those footsteps and did the same. From bans on smoking around campus to all university owned grounds, even the parking garages, it is clear that smoking will not be tolerated. However, in all the hype over a smoking free campus, it has yet to be stated where, if any place, students can still light up. In the push to be tobacco-free, colleges around the country have made campus-wide initiatives to ban tobacco. Nearly 1,200 campuses nationwide either ban smoking or ban all tobacco products. That number grew from only 530 campuses two years ago. Student Health Education Programs (SHEP) has spearheaded the effort to make Marshall a tobacco-free campus since 2008 when they made a small step in the initia-tive by successfully banning tobacco use in residence halls. 
Now, Marshall’s policy specifically bans 
all tobacco on all university property. This includes electronic cigarettes as well and applies to all faculty, staff, students, ven-dors and visitors. Generally, the response on campus has been overwhelmingly positive to the ban on tobacco. From the perks of helping clean 
up the environment to the glaring health 
benefits, many students agree that this was a wise move by the university. 
“I think this is definitely a step in the right direction,” said Dr. Kane Maiers, Paul Ambrose Health Policy Fellow at Cabell Huntington Hospital. “By banning smok-ing on campus, it makes it inconvenient for non-smokers to start smoking too.” 
Statistics show life-long smoking habits start during the years students are in college. “Ninety-nine percent of smokers started before the age of 26, and making it increas-ingly inconvenient to smoke on campus will only further deter people from doing it,” Maiers said. In addition to deterring students from smoking to begin with, it will also improve the quality of health for students who used to suffer from secondhand smoke. “The Surgeon General’s Report in 2012 
officially listed secondhand smoke as a carcinogen,” Maiers said. “Naturally, sec-ondhand smoke is more intense because it 
is inhaled without first passing through a 
filter like it is when someone is smoking a cigarette.”  Secondhand smoke is more dangerous than some think and are aware of.“Non-smokers who are continually ex-posed to secondhand smoke increase their risk of getting lung cancer by 20 to 30 per-cent,” Maiers said. “I don’t expect the ban to be rigorously enforced, but the ban will back anyone up who approaches someone violating the ban.”
Marshall’s smoking ban leaves students with questions
See SMOKING | Page  5
See SHOOTING | Page  5
By MASON BEUHRING
THE PARTHENONNew students at Marshall University learned the neces-sity of developing their time management skills.The Student Resource Center sponsored a time management workshop, Tackle Your Time in 20. The workshop took place at different times and locations Tuesday and Wednesday. 
The final installment of the workshop took place at 7 p.m. in First Year Residence Hall North, and invited students to come and take advantage of the resources available to them.“We are trying to partner with student housing,” said Matthew James, senior re-source specialist. “We are really 
trying to grow the office by get-ting out there more, and we can’t expect students to come to us. So, we are trying to take our workshop on the road as much as possible.”Many students learned about the event through First Year Seminar classes, which some of the SRC staff teaches. The work-shop was targeted at freshman, but all students were welcome.“The workshop helped me realize how much time I have 
during the week,” said Jon God-sey, a sophomore. “I learned how much time I actually have, and how I’m not busy even though I think I am.”The workshop took students through a series of brief activi-ties to help them see how much time they do not utilize to-wards studying throughout the week. Two of the activities in-cluded a self-examination quiz titled Identify Your Time Man-agement Style, and a personal survey that asked students about their weekly time uses.Students learned informa-tion about the most crucial points of the day to study. If students have their mornings free, James suggested taking advantage of that time because that is a point in the day when your brain is most active.Students who missed the workshop, but are interested in gaining the information can visit the SRC located on the 
second floor of the Memorial Student Center. Students can make an appointment or walk-in and the next available staff member will assist them.
Mason Beuhring can be 
contacted at beuhring@mar-
shall.edu.
SRC teaches students time management
By RICHARD SERRANO, 
DAVID CLOUD 
and TINA SUSMAN
TRIBUNE WASHINGTON BUREAU 
(MCT)Police in Rhode Island warned the U.S. Navy last month that Aaron Alexis was hallucinating and hearing voices, and security 
officials at the local Navy base where he worked promised to look into the matter.Newport Police Lt. William Fitzgerald said Wednesday 
that officers had faxed a copy of their report to the New-port Naval Station after Alexis told them Aug. 7 he was being threatened by unseen people and feared that “some sort of microwave machine” was pen-etrating his body.“We faxed it to them that same day, an hour after we spoke to Mr. Alexis,” Fitzgerald said. “They said they would look into it, that they would follow up on it. It was a rou-tine thing for us to give them a heads-up.”
A Navy official in Washing-ton said Navy security agents in Newport had reviewed the allegations and decided Alexis was not a threat to the installa-tion or to himself. He called the 
notification routine and said security personnel apparently did not interview Alexis or re-voke his security clearance.While in Newport, Alexis contacted human resources for his employer, the Experts, multiple times to complain about hearing voices in his ho-tel room, company spokesman Lou Colasuonno said. Company employees thought he was referring to actual voices, Cola-suonno said, and moved him to new hotels twice.The company also contacted police to ask about Alexis but was told the department had no information about him, Co-lasuonno said, even though a 
police report had been filed. No one from the Navy or the Pen-tagon contacted the Experts about Alexis, he added.The Department of Veter-ans Affairs said Alexis had been treated Aug. 23 in the emergency room at the VA Medical Center in Providence, R.I., “complaining of insomnia.” He was given a small amount of medicine to help him sleep and instructed to see his primary care provider. Five days later, 
he received a small refill from the emergency room at the VA Medical Center in Washington.“On both occasions, Mr. 
Alexis was alert and oriented, and was asked by VA doctors if he was struggling with anxiety or depression, or had thoughts about harming himself or 
others, all of which he denied,” 
VA officials said in a statement.They added that he enrolled in VA health care in February 2011 — after his discharge 
from the Navy — but “never sought an appointment from a mental health specialist.”
Navy Yard shooter seemed unstable, police warned Navy
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LEADING THE 
HERD
  By CAITIE SMITH
  ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITORIn 2010, there were eight. In 2013, only two remain. Travis Brent and fellow senior Anthony Virgara stand as the only seniors on the men’s soccer team from the 2010 recruiting class. “Its crazy,” Brent said. “That’s the game though. Either you step up or don’t. We’re all still good friends and we all keep in touch. Its tough because when they get down, they just say they’ll transfer. I want them to do their best and they want to play the sport that they love, so they have to do what they’ve got to do.”The Virginia Beach native originally com-mitted elsewhere, but discovered the Herd his senior year of high school. “I liked Bob, and I liked what he could do for me,” Brent said of head coach Bob Gray. “I liked where the program was, so I just decided to go. I’m happy I ended up here.”Brent plays defender and is often the last line of defense before the ball meets the goalkeeper.The now economics major entered his freshman year and made an immediate im-pact for the Herd-starting in 15 games and appearing in all 18 games. In his sophomore YEAR, Brent started all 16 games and continued the trend last season, starting every match of the Herd’s 14 game schedule. 
Now in his final year in the kelly green uniform, Brent serves as co-captain with redshirt senior Zach Hunter to a very young and inexperienced squad. The Herd currently 
boasts a roster of 14 newcomers, 12 of which are freshmen. “It’s good because we need guys to take the seniors’ positions when we leave,” Brent said. “We’ve got guys stepping up, but we have guys who stepped up last year who aren’t doing too well this year. But hopefully, they’ll learn by the time conference rolls around that we need to be turned on, everyday.”Brent takes his role as captain to heart, giv-ing pregame pep talks and doing whatever necessary to keep his team in high spirits and on top of its game. Sometimes, that might mean taking a team-mate off to the side to mentor him.“Every player is different,” Brent said. “I believe in one on ones when talking to a player. Some need that hand on the shoul-der, and some just need to be yelled at. If he’s got a good spirit, I can be a little rough with him.”Sometimes, that means being out on the field early or staying after training is done.“I’m out there like an hour before training starts, or I’ll stay after,” Brent said. “You’ve got to be focused. You have to tell yourself that ‘Ev-eryday, I’ve got to get better.’ You have to be getting better at everything you do.”Marshall currently sits with a below .500 re-cord at 2-4-1.“The season isn’t going the best,” Brent said. “We just need to turn around before conference starts. Everyday we have to get better. Once con-ference starts, everything gets real. Everyday I just tell the guys, ‘We have to get better today.’”Brent was proud of being a part of the team 
during its move to the Veteran’s Memorial Soc-cer Complex.“I feel bad for the guys who didn’t get to play on it last year, because that was a good group of guys, but this new facility is amazing,” Brent said. “I’m excited to see the program grow now because of it.”Brent has dreams of going to a combine and playing for a professional team after college and spent the summer in Portland training with the Portland Timbers, a Major League Soccer team in Oregon.“It was a good learning experience, and I got a lot of exposure,” Brent said. “Bob and I have talked about it, and he knows I can play. I just still want to play, somewhere.”Just as Brent decided on Marshall, he has simple advice for anyone wishing to play soccer at the next level.He said the simplest thing is following one’s dreams.“If you want to play, you can definitely play,” he said. “Don’t get discouraged and disappointed, because everyday, you never know who is watching. You’ll get a chance to play.”On a personal level, Brent has one philoso-phy he continues to live by as he polishes his craft on the field.“You make the most of your opportuni-ties,” he said. “Every single day is a chance for you to make an impact. Good players make an impact everyday.”
Caitie Smith can be contacted at 
smith1650@marshall.edu.
By KARYLN TIMKO
THE PARTHENONWhen you come all the way to Marshall University from South America, it is evident that you’re on a mission.Sarah Kay of Cape Town, South America, has made Hun-tington her home the past four years to pursue her swimming and academic careers as a member of the women’s swim-ming and diving team.  Her performance suggests that her venture was worth it. Last season she set her ca-reer-best times in the 100-yard medley and the 200-yard indi-vidual medley, both of which were recorded as team-fastest times. She also placed eighth 
in the 200-yard butterfly event at the Conference USA Champi-onships to conclude her junior year.Coming off of last season’s suc-cesses, Kay said she has prepared to go into her senior season with an eager frame of mind.“I’ve made it a goal to better all of my times this year and go out with a bang,” Kay said. “I have expectations for me and my teammates to continue to work hard and get a little better each time we hit the water.”After sending off seven se-niors at the close of last season, the swimming and diving team welcomed seven newcomers to take their place. Kay said the new environment of the team is one she is proud of.“Each of the freshmen are ex-tremely focused and dedicated with positive attitudes, so it 
took no time for them to find their place,” Kay said. “We all 
have our goals, both individual and team goals, that we all want to reach and help each other achieve. It’s a great thing to be a part of.”The Herd will have plenty of opportunities to better them-selves and reach their goals with its action-packed season, starting with the West Virginia Games Oct.11. Kay said she is full of emotions as the start of 
her final season approaches.“It’s a bittersweet feeling 
knowing this is my last first event,” Kay said. “At the same time I’m extremely excited to go out there and give it all I have. After all that I’ve worked toward for four years, I’m ready to leave it all out in the pool.”The schedule includes three invitational events and seven 
meets, including their first home meet against UNC Ashe-ville Oct. 26. Kay said despite all the traveling she’ll get to do throughout the year, what she is looking forward to most is more personal.“Each of us has embraced this program and everyone that’s a part of it,” Kay said. “I’m most excited to see the team bond and perform together and be suc-cessful together. I’m ready for another good year.”The new assemblage will hit 
the deck for the first time to-gether at the West Virginia Games in October, which is hosted by last year’s winner West Virginia University.  Kay said she and her teammates are eager to put their skills to the test.
Karlyn Timko can be 
reached at timko@marshall.
edu.
“You make the 
most of your 
opportunities. 
Every single 
day is a chance 
for you to make 
an impact.”
 >>Travis Brent
PHOTOS COURTESY OF 
HERDZONE
Travis Brent during 
games on the weekend 
of Sept. 13 at the 
Qdoba Invitational 
at Marshall’s new 
Veteran’s Memorial 
Soccer Complex. Brent 
was named to the 
All-Tournament team 
and  has started every 
game this season for 
the Herd.
Swimmer looks to make 
headway in last campaign
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EDITORIAL
Voice your opinion. It is your right. Answer our poll at 
www.marshallparthenon.com or tweet us your answer at @MUParthenon.
YOU CAN BE HERD
The Parthenon, Marshall University’s student newspaper, is published 
by students Monday through Friday during the regular semester and 
Thursday during the summer. The editorial staff is responsible for news 
and editorial content.
CONTACT US: 109 Communications Bldg.|Marshall University|One John Marshall Drive
Huntington, West Virginia 25755|parthenon@marshall.edu|@MUParthenon
The Constitution of the
United States of America
Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of 
religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the 
freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people to 
peaceably assemble; and to petition the Government for a redress 
of grievances.
THE FIRST 
AMENDMENT
NATIONAL EDITORIAL
Please keep letters to the edi-tor at 300 words or fewer. They must be saved in Microsoft Word and sent as an attach-ment. Longer letters may be used as guest columns at the editor’s discretion. Guest col-umn status will not be given at the author’s request. All letters must be signed and include an address or phone number for 
confirmation. Letters may be edited for grammar, libelous statements, available space or factual errors. Compelling 
letters  that are posted on The Parthenon website, www.mar-shallparthenon.com, can be printed at the discretion of the editors.
The opinions expressed in 
the columns and letters do 
not necessarily represent the 
views of The Parthenon staff.Please send news releases to the editors at parthenon@marshall.edu. Please keep in mind, letters are printed based on timeliness, news-worthiness and space.
GUIDELINES FOR SENDING LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Online Polls
Do you plan to participate in any of 
the events for Constitution Week?
BISHOP NASH
EXECUTIVE EDITOR
nash24@marshall.edu
SAMUEL SPECIALE
NEWS EDITOR
speciale@marshall.edu
CODI MOHR
LIFE! EDITOR
mohr13@marshall.edu
CAITLIN KINDER-MUNDAY
DIGITAL EDITOR
kindermunday@marshall.edu
REBECCA STEPHENS
MANAGING EDITOR
stephens107@marshall.edu
WILL VANCE 
SPORTS EDITOR
vance162@marshall.edu
TAYLOR STUCK 
ASSIGNMENT-COPY EDITOR
stuck7@marshall.edu
ANDREA STEELE
PHOTO EDITOR
steele98@marshall.edu
Yes
No
What is Constitution Week?
50%
30%
20%
Which Marshall Artists Series event 
are you most excited for?
Jason Mraz
Bill Burr
Fall Film Festival
CAITIE SMITH
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
smith1650@marshall.edu
SANDY YORK
FACULTY ADVISOR
sandy.york@marshall.edu
NATIONAL EDITORIAL
THE PHILADELPHIA INQUIRER (MCT)It’s a stretch to think Americans, like French peasants or Russian serfs in cen-turies past, will rise up and revolt to protest economic inequality in this coun-try. But the continued growth in income disparity should concern Republicans who already think Democrats encourage class warfare to win elections.That the rich get richer while the less 
affluent struggle just to maintain their lifestyles is nothing new. But the ability 
of the more affluent to not only survive the last recession, but to seemingly 
profit from it, has poorer Americans who are still trying to recover from the down-turn wondering if they are getting a fair shake.The country’s wealthiest 1 percent, the most talked about demographic during the Obama-Romney presidential elec-tion, has recovered much more quickly from the recession, seeing its incomes 
increase more than 31 percent between 2009 and 2012, compared with less than half a percent of growth for the other 99 percent of Americans during that period.Research by University of California, Berkeley, economist Emmanuel Saez shows the recession didn’t slow the growth in income disparity. In fact, the wealthiest 10 percent of Americans, those earning more than $114,000 a year, took home more than half the na-tion’s income last year. That’s the largest share of overall income acquired by a single category since that statistic was 
first recorded in 1917.Just as upsetting to many Americans as the income gap is how some compa-
nies seem to be avoiding job creation even as they look for ways to exploit the 
economic system to boost profits. An ex-ample of that mindset is how Verizon is 
not planning to use any significant por-tion of Wednesday’s record-breaking 
$49 billion bond issue to create new 
products and jobs. The telecommunica-
tions firm will instead use the borrowed cash to buy out Vodaphone, which owns 45 percent of Verizon Wireless.The $49 billion bond issue eclipses the 
previous record of $17 billion raised by Apple in April. Buying out Vodaphone 
isn’t expected to produce new jobs, but it should boost shareholders’ portfolios. Once again, the rich will have the op-
portunity to get richer while the jobless continue to look for work.It’s not engaging in class warfare to ask companies thriving after the reces-
sion to remember that adding jobs to the economy helps to ensure their success, too. It’s not fomenting revolution to want to spread the wealth. It’s how to put more money in the hands of consumers to make purchases of goods and services, which is the oil that keeps this country’s economic engine running.
Income gaps can be catalysts
CHICAGO TRIBUNE (MCT)President Barack Obama, your friendly neighbor to the north wants a word with you. We hear rumblings that the government of Canadian Prime Minister Stephen Harper is keen to arrange a high-level confab on energy policy. His 
objective: Convince a skeptical White House that the Keystone 
XL pipeline project would be good for both countries. Harper reportedly might dangle an agreement for Canada to cap its carbon emissions, if that would move the $5.3 billion Keystone 
project forward.After two years of delays, 
Obama keeps finding new ex-cuses to stall Keystone, which would carry raw petroleum from land-locked Alberta oil 
sands to refineries and ports in the Gulf of Mexico. The president this summer put the burden on Canada to “do more” to reduce greenhouse gas emis-sions from its oil production. It would be no surprise to us if the Harper government takes 
him up on it. The project is that important to North America’s long-term economic prospects.Obama should be welcom-ing Keystone. It is a large-scale infrastructure improvement funded by a private company that promises a big payoff. Building it would create thou-
sands of construction jobs. It would encourage investment in related energy services and make the transport of crude oil 
safer and more efficient.Yet the debate over Key-stone’s environmental impact continues with a frustrating lack of resolution. The State Department, which is charged 
with evaluating the project be-cause it crosses the U.S.-Canada border, has already made an early determination on the pol-lution impact. The agency said in a draft review earlier this year that Keystone would “not 
likely result in significant ad-verse environmental effects.”But that review has come under criticism. The Envi-ronmental Protection Agency 
has raised objections, as has the Interior Department — which challenged, for instance, the conclusion that build-ing the pipeline would only 
temporarily disrupt wildlife in its path. Critics say the consul-
tancy that studied the project on behalf of the State Depart-
ment had undisclosed conflicts of interest. An internal inves-tigation of those allegations is likely to take months.The bureaucratic squabbling 
has put the Keystone project in limbo. But the energy industry is not standing still.Since shipping petroleum from the oil sands south is so problematic, Canada has 
launched pipeline projects to its east and west coasts. In the U.S., existing pipelines are ex-panding to carry Canadian oil. Railroads are moving huge 
amounts, and refineries have built rail terminals to accom-
modate that train traffic.Keystone would deliver the 
same goods more efficiently. Partly as a result of the legal and political obstacles it has faced, 
the project would be overbuilt 
to exacting specifications that reduce the possibility of leaks or other accidents. Pipelines gen-erally are a safer way to move volatile substances than are trucks or trains. The explosion two months ago of a runaway train loaded with oil in the Quebec town of Lac-Megantic, 
which claimed 47 lives, shows the risks involved.The pipeline would deliver oil to the U.S. that is likelier to be shipped abroad after be-
ing refined into fuel and other products than it is to be con-sumed here. That said, one of 
the least-compelling objections 
to the project is the notion that 
exporting American-refined oil products would exploit Ameri-cans. Even if all the Keystone oil were exported, the U.S. 
economy still would benefit from pipeline construction, re-
finery jobs and international shipping. Making products the rest of the world wants is evi-dence of economic strength. As our economy recovers and consumers here boost demand for petroleum products, today’s exports could be tomorrow’s domestic supply.All good reasons for the Obama administration to ap-
prove the Keystone project. We hope Canada’s latest diplomatic efforts produce a breakthrough.
A Keystone breakthrough? US 
obstinacy, Canadian diplomacy
MCT CAMPUS
Reasons to watch the Primetime Emmys
The 65th Annual Primetime Em-mys are Sunday and could possibly be the most interesting Emmys ceremony within the last 10 years.Back in May, Neil Patrick Harris was announced as the evening’s host, and at this point, it was really no surprise.Harris is always a crowd pleaser. He always entertains with the best pop 
culture jokes, performs great musical numbers, but most of all, Harris genu-
inely enjoys hosting. This year’s Emmys should be no different from his many other hosting gigs, and it certainly won’t be the last.When it comes to the nominees, al-most every category is too close to call.
Jim Parsons could take home his third Emmy for Outstanding Lead Ac-tor in a Comedy Series. By all accounts, he is the favorite to win. However, Louis C.K.’s performance in FX’s “Louie” has received a lot of praise, as well as Alec 
Baldwin for the final season of “30 Rock.” For the females, Amy Poehler and Tina 
Fey lead the way, and just between the two of them the competition is tough. But, there’s also last year’s winner, Julia Louis-Dreyfus to consider. Doing out-standing work in “Veep,” she could once again take home the gold.In the drama categories, the amount of talent is incredible. Each actor and actress deserves praise for his or her 
remarkable performances, in particular, Bryan Cranston for “Breaking Bad.” The 
final season has left the audience guess-ing with each new episode, and Cranston continues to impress both the fans and critics. The show itself earns critical ac-claim, and rightly so.Also interesting to see will be the trib-utes for this year’s fallen stars. Among those to be remembered, are Jean Staple-
ton, James Gandolfini and Cory Monteith. Each one possessed distinctive talents and are deserving of top-notch tributes. Whether you tune in to see Harris, the winners or the remembrances, the 2013 Emmys are something you don’t want to miss.
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Defense Secretary Chuck 
Hagel acknowledged that offi-
cials had missed many warning 
signs.
“When you go back in hind-
sight and look at all this, there 
were some red flags — of 
course there were,” Hagel said at a Pentagon news confer-
ence. “Why they didn’t get 
picked up, why they didn’t get 
incorporated into the clearance 
process, what he was doing 
— those are all legitimate ques-
tions that we’re going to be 
dealing with.”
On Monday, six weeks after 
the Newport incident, Alexis 
appeared at the Washington 
Navy Yard, where he was work-
ing as a computer technician 
for the Experts, a contracting 
company. Hidden in a bag in the 
trunk of his blue vehicle was a 
Remington 870 Express shot-gun he had purchased two days 
earlier, federal officials said.
According to one federal law 
enforcement source, Alexis 
carved two cryptic messages 
into the weapon’s wooden 
stock: “Better Off This Way” 
and “My ELF” — messages that 
appear to be a clue into his 
possible motive for killing 12 
people and wounding several 
others.
The messages were carved 
with a knife or some other 
sharp instrument, the source 
said. The My ELF message could have been a reference 
to “extremely low frequency” 
and could refer to his halluci-
nations in Newport, the source 
said. Or, the source said, it could 
mean “executable and linkable 
format,” a common computer 
coding term that Alexis would 
have known.
When Alexis opened fire with 
the shotgun, the source said, a 
Navy security officer armed 
with a .40-caliber Beretta semi-
automatic confronted him. 
Alexis shot the guard, took the 
handgun and continued to fire 
at employees, the source said. 
The gunfire lasted more than 
half an hour, until police killed 
Alexis.
“He was a loner,” added the of-
ficial, who spoke anonymously 
because the investigation was 
still under way. “Who knows 
what was in his mind? He told 
people he was crazy.”
Alexis bought the shotgun Saturday at the Sharpshooters 
Small Arms Range in Lorton, 
Va. A lawyer for the range, J. 
Michael Slocum, said Alexis had 
also tried to purchase a pistol, but store clerks refused to sell 
it to him because he was not a 
Virginia resident. Residency 
was not required to buy the 
shotgun.
In New York on Wednesday, 
Alexis’ mother apologized to 
the victims’ families as she 
spoke publicly for the first time 
since his rampage in the na-
tion’s capital.
“I don’t know why he did 
what he did, and I will never 
be able to ask him why,” 
Cathleen Alexis said, read-
ing from a statement outside 
her Brooklyn home. “Aaron is 
now in a place where he can 
no longer do harm to anyone, 
and for that I am glad. To the 
families of the victims, I am 
so, so very sorry that this 
has happened. My heart is 
broken.”
Despite the obvious health 
benefits for both smoking and 
non-smoking students, others 
disagree with the ban.
In all the attention surround-
ing the positive aspects of the 
ban, it has been unclear to stu-
dents who choose to smoke 
where they are permitted to do 
so. 
This vague communication 
between university policy mak-
ers and smoking students has 
left some weary of the ban. 
“We were told this year that 
there was a new smoking ban 
on campus, which I found pretty 
annoying, and they didn’t tell us 
where we were allowed to do 
it,” said Joshua Frame, Marshall 
sophomore. 
Frame also lives on campus 
and finds it inconvenient to 
have to leave campus to enjoy a 
cigarette.“I have to walk all the way to 
very end of campus to smoke,” 
Frame said. 
As stated in Marshall’s policy 
against tobacco, electronic cig-
arettes are also banned. 
“I also don’t get why they 
banned electronic cigarettes, 
they don’t create secondhand 
smoke and are still environ-
mentally safe because they only 
produce water vapor,” Frame 
said. 
With all the attention given 
to the ban itself, it has yet to be 
seen how and who will enforce 
this ban. 
This aspect alone has left 
some students skeptical about 
how strict the ban will be and 
raised questions about the ef-
fectiveness of the enforcement. 
“Even though I agree with 
the ban and like the idea of a 
tobacco-free campus, I think its 
unrealistic to think it can be en-
forced effectively,” said Elaine 
Sambuco, Marshall senior. “We 
don’t have the man-power to 
constantly monitor smokers 
and still have the ability to re-
spond to more serious crimes.” 
Carissa Janczewski can be 
contacted at janczewski@
marshall.edu.
When iPhone users finally 
have iOS 7, they will have 
many innovative features to 
enjoy. Aside from the new 
design, the system will in-
clude the debut of AirDrop, 
Control Center and iTunes 
Radio. There will also be im-
provements to Siri, Safari, 
Notification Center, Camera, 
Photos and Multitasking. 
Geoffrey Foster can be 
contacted at foster147@
marshall.edu. 
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By DAVID LIGHTMAN and LESLEY CLARK
MCCLATCHY WASHINGTON BUREAU (MCT)
President Barack Obama and congressional 
Republicans on Wednesday began hurtling to-
ward an unpredictable collision over the federal 
budget, as the House of Representatives planned 
to vote to strip money from the national health-
care law while the White House readied plans for 
a government shutdown.
That vote in the Republican-dominated House, 
expected later this week, will set the stage for a 
spending showdown likely to last for days. Next 
week, the House plans to unveil another measure 
aimed at delaying the law.
The new federal fiscal year begins Oct. 1, and 
unless Congress and Obama agree on a budget, 
much of the government will be out of business.
The new Republican plan, announced Wednes-
day, would finance the government but also 
defund implementation of the 2010 health-care 
law. That's expected to pass the House but stall 
in the Democratic-led Senate.
That's the scenario for stalemate. White House 
spokesman Jay Carney said Wednesday that the 
administration would not accept any delays to 
the health-care law to avoid a shutdown.
The House plan is likely to be phase one of a 
weeks-long clash over the federal budget as Dem-
ocrats look to keep the government open, restore 
spending cuts known as the sequester, and raise 
the debt ceiling to allow the government to bor-
row to pay bills already approved by Congress 
and incurred. The Republicans, while insisting 
they also want to keep the government running, 
look to kill Obamacare and lock in spending cuts.
With no talks under way, the White House Of-
fice of Management and Budget asked federal 
agencies to begin contingency planning for a 
government shutdown.
"There is enough time for Congress to 
prevent a lapse in appropriations, and the ad-
ministration is willing to work with Congress 
to enact a short-term continuing resolution 
to fund critical government operations and 
allow Congress the time to complete the full 
year 2014 appropriations," Director Sylvia 
Burwell wrote. "However, prudent manage-
ment requires that agencies be prepared for 
the possibility of a lapse."
Pressure mounted from other quarters. In a 
surprise, the Federal Reserve said Wednesday 
that it would continue moves to keep interest 
rates low, saying the economy was too weak 
to risk raising rates. Chairman Ben Bernanke 
said "upcoming fiscal debates" weighed on the 
decision.
In addition, the influential U.S. Chamber of 
Commerce sent a letter to members warning 
them of danger if they don't act.
"It is not in the best interest of the U.S. business 
community or the American people to risk even 
a brief government shutdown that might trig-
ger disruptive consequences or raise new policy 
uncertainties washing over the U.S. economy," 
wrote Bruce Josten, the chamber's executive vice 
president for government affairs.
Wednesday's events were a sharp escalation 
from the calm of recent weeks. Most Wash-
ington lawmakers thought that any kind of 
shutdown would rattle the economy, incon-
venience constituents and prove politically 
perilous.
House Republican leaders last week wanted 
separate votes on a budget and on defunding the 
2010 health-care law. That way, the Senate could approve the budget but turn down the health-
care measure, and the government would keep 
running.
Republicans thought that would give them a 
double-barrel victory: They could point to sena-
tors who voted to keep Obamacare going, but 
they could also boast they kept the government 
open.
But Republican conservatives rebelled and House 
Speaker John Boehner, R-Ohio, changed course.
"We're going to continue to do everything we 
can to repeal the president's failed health-care 
law," he said after a closed-door meeting with 
House Republicans. "This week the House will 
pass a (budget) that locks the sequester sav-
ings in and defunds Obamacare." The bill is also 
expected to allow the government to continue 
paying bills even if the debt limit is reached.
Democrats painted the House Republican plan 
as a sellout to the far right. Obama on Wednes-
day accused a "small faction" of Republicans of 
extortion for tying budget talks and a vote on 
raising the debt ceiling to defunding his signa-
ture health-care plan.
"You have never seen in the history of the 
United States the debt ceiling or the threat of not 
raising the debt being used to extort a president 
or a governing party and trying to force issues 
that have nothing to do with the budget and 
nothing to do with the debt," he said.
Obama, who addressed the Republican-leaning 
Business Roundtable, said he was prepared to ne-
gotiate over entitlements and "priorities that the 
Republicans think we should be promoting and pri-
orities that they think we shouldn't be promoting."
But, he said, "What I will not do is to create a 
habit, a pattern, whereby the full faith and credit 
of the United States ends up being a bargaining 
chip to set policy. It's irresponsible."
Boehner insisted Wednesday he does not want 
to shut the government down. "There should be 
no conversation about shutting the government 
down," he said.
If there's a shutdown, said Sen. Marco Rubio, R-
Fla., it will be Obama's fault. "A solution is within 
sight in order to avert another crisis of Wash-
ington's creation," Rubio said. "President Obama 
and his allies in Congress should abandon their 
threats of shutting down the government and in-
stead work with Republicans."
Nonsense, Democrats shot back. "The major-
ity of the Republicans that serve on Capitol Hill 
know that this is unrealistic and unreasonable 
and I believe that they will prevail," said Sen. 
Claire McCaskill, D-Mo. "It doesn't help that their 
potential candidates for president are waving 
pom-poms on the sidelines yelling, 'Go, go, go!'"
Showdown: House will tie government funding to defunding Obamacare
By SERGEI L. LOIKO
LOS ANGELES TIMES (MCT)
Russia will submit evidence 
to the United Nations Secu-
rity Council implicating Syrian 
rebels in chemical weapons at-
tacks, including one last month 
on Damascus suburbs, Foreign 
Minister Sergey Lavrov said 
Wednesday.
"We have plenty of evidence 
and reports of chemical weap-ons use that prove the fact that 
the opposition regularly re-
sorts to provocations to bring 
about strikes and intervention 
against Syria," Lavrov told re-
porters in the city of Valdai, in 
northwestern Russia.
Lavrov's comments comes 
as Security Council members 
are debating a resolution lay-
ing out how the government of 
Syrian President Bashar Assad 
is to meet its obligations under 
a plan agreed on by the United 
States and Russia for the sur-
render of its chemical weapons 
stockpiles. The U.S. and its allies 
are pressing for tough enforce-
ment measures, but Russia has 
resisted any suggestion of mili-
tary action.
A U.N. report released Mon-
day said weapons inspectors 
found "clear and convincing ev-
idence" that rockets containing 
the nerve agent sarin were used 
in the Aug. 21 attack, which the 
U.S. says killed more than 1,400 
people. Although the report 
did not assign blame, Western 
diplomats and independent ex-
perts said it offered irrefutable 
proof that government forces 
were behind the attack.
Lavrov said Wednesday that 
Syria had provided his dep-
uty, Sergei Ryabkov, who was 
visiting Damascus, with new 
evidence implicating the rebels 
in last month's attack and other 
alleged instances of chemical 
weapons use.
"I haven't seen the docu-
ments yet, but I'm sure that 
experts will work with them," 
he said. "And of course we will 
submit them to the U.N. Secu-
rity Council."
In comments to Russian 
news agencies, Ryabkov con-
firmed that he had received 
new information from the Syr-
ian government but provided 
no details. He said he was "dis-
appointed" with the findings of 
the U.N. weapons inspectors, 
which he called "politicized, bi-
ased and unilateral."
In New York, Martin Ne-
sirky, spokesman for U.N. 
Secretary-General Ban Ki-
moon, defended the weapons 
inspectors' report, which he told reporters was "thor-
oughly objective" and based 
on the highest scientific 
standards. He said the U.N. 
inspectors would return to 
Syria as soon as practical to 
look into all other credible 
reports of chemical weapons 
use.
Russia says it has evidence Syrian rebels used chemical weapons
By ALEXI KOSEFF
TRIBUNE WASHINGTON BUREAU 
(MCT)
When G. Wayne Clough 
began his tenure as head of 
the Smithsonian Institution 
in July 2008, he asked him-
self the question, "What will 
the Smithsonian be in 500 
years?"
The answer? It's still not 
entirely clear. But as Clough 
prepares to retire from his 
position in October 2014 _ an-nounced Wednesday by the 
venerable museum and re-
search institution _ he leaves 
an organization undergoing a 
21st century makeover.
Clough, former president 
of the Georgia Institute of 
Technology, arrived at a 
time when the 167-year-old 
Smithsonian was threatened 
by scandals and a crumbling 
infrastructure.
His predecessor as sec-
retary, banker Lawrence 
M. Small, had resigned the 
previous year after it was 
revealed that he was using 
Smithsonian money to fund 
private travel and buy ex-
pensive gifts. In addition, 
the Smithsonian's facilities 
_ including 19 museums and 
galleries, a zoo and nine re-
search complexes, many 
lining the National Mall _ 
needed an estimated $2.5 bil-
lion in repairs.
Congress, which funds about 
70 percent of the Smithson-
ian's $1 billion annual budget, 
was highly critical of secrecy 
and mismanagement in the 
organization.
During his tenure as secre-
tary, Clough has focused on 
initiatives in digital access, ed-
ucation and conservation. He 
also spearheaded the Smithso-
nian's first national fundraising 
campaign, which has raised 
$893 million in private contri-
butions since 2008.
A particular emphasis was 
to expand the accessibility of 
the Smithsonian's collection 
by digitizing some of its 137 
million artifacts, scientific 
specimens and works of art 
for online viewing and edu-
cational materials. But "it's 
not just a matter of digitiz-
ing your collections," Clough 
said. "It's what you do with 
those materials and how you 
allow people to interact with 
them."
He said he is proud of ef-
forts to increase the vitality 
of the Smithsonian by hosting 
naturalization ceremonies at 
the Flag Hall in the Museum 
of American History, which holds the Star Spangled Ban-
ner. "It's a way to bring the 
museum to the people, rather 
than being a passive experi-
ence," he said.
"The challenge of 21st cen-
tury museums is reaching 
beyond the boundaries of 
their four walls," said W. Rich-
ard West Jr., president of the 
Autry National Center in Los 
Angeles and former director of 
the Smithsonian National Mu-
seum of the American Indian. 
"I applaud his efforts to do pre-
cisely that."
The Smithsonian's Board of 
Regents said it would form a 
committee to conduct a search 
for a new secretary.
Smithsonian Institution head to retire in 2014
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1. Words are hard. 6. Thank you Based God. 
2. I'm too drunk to taste this chicken. 7. Bubby. 
3. You're fired. 8. Ol' boy.
4. You broke The Parthenon. 9. Stop that. 
5. Veto. 10. Soiled it. 
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By ERIC ADLER
MCCLATCHY NEWSPAPERS (MCT)A U.S. Army dog and the han-dler whose life he saved have been reunited.“He’s sitting on my couch,” Logan Black, 34, of Kansas City, Mo., said Wednesday of Diego, 
an 8-year-old bomb-sniffing yellow Labrador retriever that Black considered his best friend.Black, who left the Army in 2007, was reunited with his canine comrade Tuesday at Lackland Air Force Base in Texas and drove back to Kan-sas City, returning to their Hyde Park neighborhood about midnight.Black trained Diego when the dog was about 1 year old and took him into Iraq on as many as 40 missions. Together they 
discovered caches of weapons buried in the desert, automatic weapons in the homes of in-surgents and bombs hidden in the roadways of Fallujah. More than once, he said, Diego saved his life.Several years after leaving the Army, Black began search-ing for Diego, hoping to adopt him when he was retired from duty. A Facebook page gar-nered national attention from the animal rights group PETA, People for the Ethical Treat-ment of Animals. Black learned that Diego, although older, was still on ac-tive duty and was being used to train military dog handlers at Lackland. The Army told 
Black he would get first dibs on adopting Diego when he retired.
This week he did.“Both Logan and Diego have served our country with distinction,” U.S. Sen. Claire McCaskill of Missouri said in a statement. Her of-fice had worked to help find the dog.Black said Diego didn’t quite recognize his former handler 
at first. The lab had gotten older and grayer around his muzzle.
“At first, he completely ig-nored me. He was looking for a place to do his business,” Black said.Once Black took Diego’s leash, it didn’t take long before the two were rolling on the ground.“I feel great,” Black said. “Yeah, it’s awesome. It’s fantas-tic having him here.”
Bomb-sniffing dog and 
former handler reunited
COLUMN
By BETSY SHARKEY
LOS ANGELES TIMES (MCT)It was after midnight, after the gala showing of director Alfonso Cuaron’s “Gravity” at the Toronto International Film Festival on Sunday, after the wildly emotional standing ovation, after actress Sandra Bullock in a stunning black-and-white sheath waded into waves of raves for her perfor-mance at the film’s after-party, that a sense of certainty about “Gravity’s” pull settled in.Walking back to the hotel under a starry sky that Cuaron will never let me take for granted again, I knew the afterburn of Bullock’s perfor-mance would linger for years.If it’s a good year at the festival, I’ll see something rare amid all the praising, red-carpet parading and Oscar-hopeful strutting. A seminal moment in an actor’s ca-reer. And Bullock’s otherworldly turn in “Gravity” was exactly that.
It came in a very specific 
scene in Cuaron’s magnificent 
contemplation of the human spirit, when the engineer Dr. Ryan Stone, who Bullock portrays, is alone in the space module.
Suspended, floating, press-ing buttons, checking gauges, she moves with the slow drag of a weightless world. The space-suit’s bulk has been shucked off. Cuaron is shooting from the side. With Bullock’s hair cropped short, her body nearly 
bare, the light softly filtering in, the scene looks embryonic. Feels embryonic. Is embryonic.Dr. Stone is one of those irre-pressibly courageous characters that moviegoers absolutely love. Empowering to women, unthreatening to men, she is the sort of hero who is brought down to earth not so much by 
flaws as very relatable fears.Beyond the significant phil-osophical life-and-death ones born of a major crisis swirl-ing around her, it’s the more grounded ones about the very ordinariness of the way we 
tend to move through our days that make Ryan so compelling.How the movie industry will feel is another matter, because “Gravity” is very likely to upset its moneymaking apple cart where Bullock is concerned.In Ryan, the actress puts Hollywood on notice that she will no longer be content with the plucky, sincere and slightly silly girl-next-door niche she’s owned since quirky Annie Por-ter slipped behind the wheel of “Speed’s” explosive bus in 1994.Nor will she only say “yes” to romantic-comedy proposals, which are abundant and seem close to demanding an exclu-sive commitment.I don’t mean to suggest we will lose her in that form, for comedy without Bullock would be a tragedy.There is a great physicality and a fearlessness in her work. Her willingness to look fool-ish, to offset that all-American beauty with bone-deep awk-wardness, is rather legendary. 
She flails, she falls, she giggles, she snorts. She literally rolls around in the ridiculous like a kid in fresh snow. Bullock’s brand of funny, when she’s on, is exhilarating to watch.It’s made her irresistible in one role after another: her coma-crush on Bill Pullman in 1995’s “While You Were Sleeping,” her undercover cop tottering on heels with Ben-jamin Bratt in 2000’s “Miss Congeniality,” her uptight Ca-nadian (is that redundant?) demanding a visa-approved marriage with Ryan Reynolds in 2009’s “The Proposal.”Even her Oscar turn in “The Blind Side” as Leigh Anne Tuohy, a Memphis mom who takes in a kid from the projects, played to her strengths. Or at least the ones we are most fa-miliar with. The crisp precision she brings to dialogue. The way she adjusts every muscle to match her character. In Tuohy, the telegraphing of a kind of 
brittle confidence and abso-lute surety that in other hands would have proved off-putting.The academy awarded her and fans adored her. Even those 
who criticized the film for yet another story of an African American saved by a white character didn’t sling their barbs her way.“Gravity” comes at a particu-larly good time. The actress is already in a power position, not in need of a career boost.Bullock just turned an impos-sibly young-looking 49. By now, most have forgotten that she was something of a wild child in her early days. Her failed marriage to bad-boy Jesse James is a fad-ing memory. She has that Oscar on her shelf, and should con-sider making room for another.When not working, the actress seems to lead a quietly settled life that includes spending time away from Hollywood’s glare in her young son’s birthplace of New Orleans, and increasingly 
the down-home comfort of Aus-tin, Texas. Which of course in my mind is basically Mecca with cowboy boots, so perfect.For all the nesting she’s do-ing on the home front, taking the role in “Gravity” was a risk. It required stretching far out-side her comfort zone to reach a level of emotionality and vulnerability that we’ve not seen from the actress before.There have certainly been 
films along the way that al-lowed her go deeper and darker. Her bruised socialite in “Crash,” her 9/11 widowed sin-gle-mother in “Extremely Loud & Incredibly Close,” her writer in Capote’s shadows in “Infa-mous,” among them.But they were barely warm-ups for the trust exercise Cuaron demanded of her in “Gravity.” It is a free-fall, really, that he asked for, one with ma-jor implications. She not only took it, but in doing so, pulls off a breathtaking landing.
Lost in space: Sandra Bullock and George Clooney are stranded and trying to survive in "Gravity." 
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With ‘Gravity,’ Bullock is years beyond earlier work
I HAVE THESE BIG PIANO-
PLAYING HANDS. I FEEL LIKE I 
SHOULD BE PICKING POTATOES.
